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1 General Description of the Prototype 

This deliverable documents the second of three iterations of task T3.3. This task is 
about providing methods for copyright management, preservation, and monitoring. This 
second iteration builds on the progress documented in deliverable D3.7 (first iteration) 
to further develop the services related to metadata and copyright data creation and 
management. 
 

1.1 Overview of the task 

In this task the partners will address: 
 

● The methods and techniques whereby the users will be able to “tag” their created 
content (e.g. audio, text or photos/videos taken from their devices), and define 
specific terms of use giving, for instance, permission to be used by social media 
or blogs etc. 

● Every content item will be assigned a unique identifier, based on a hash, that will 
be pushed to the blockchain. In this way, the IPR (Intellectual Property Right) data 
of each media content consumed are always available through the blockchains 
while the users and content providers are able to select the content to consume 
(or deliver) based on its associated IPR. 

 
Given the decentralised nature of the P2P architecture proposed by the Bloomen 
project, we will address how to distribute and decentralise the metadata and copyright 
management functionality that is present in current centralised media sharing 
frameworks: 
 

● How to distribute the copyright management functionality across the two levels 
of the proposed P2P architecture with a blockchain and an application level. 

● How copyright and metadata management can be made universally useful 
across all the use cases. 

 

1.2 Continuation from 1st Prototype 

The result of the first iteration, as documented in D3.7, was the development of a 
flexible architecture for building front-end applications. The benefit for Bloomen is that 
specific solutions can now be prototyped and implemented based on the blockchain 
architecture accessed via the Bloomen API. The work done on the Kendraio App will be 
visible to users of such a system and therefore important for the Bloomen project as a 
whole. 
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In this second iteration, we have continued to evolve the front end UI (User Interface). 
Through a process of prototyping copyright management workflows, based on 
feedback and the requirements of the Bloomen project. Work has continued on the 
“Adapters” that allow multiple data sources, services, formats, and processes to be 
integrated: 
 

● Copyright management features from Kendra Hub have been ported over to the 
new Kendraio App framework. By implementing this functionality in the App we 
remove the dependency on the centralised Kendra Hub. This includes important 
features for delivering the requirements of the Bloomen project under this task 
related to copyright management. 

● Further work has been done on the Adapters for the Kendraio App to allow 
Adapters to include more configuration. In this iteration, API descriptions and 
workflow/process definitions are included. Currently, API descriptions must be 
added as Open API specification Swagger format. These can be visualised and 
tested from the API client available in the App. Workflows can be added using a 
simple markup language and visualised within the App. 

● Prototyping of further features to assist with the claim workflow. 
● Integration with the Bloomen API so the Kendraio App can be used to access 

Bloomen functionality (blockchain functionality via the REST-based API) and 
therefore allow the features provided in the app to be used in the Bloomen 
system. 

 

1.3 Milestones from the 2nd phase of development 

In this section we will give an overview of the milestones from the 2nd phase of 
development. 
 

● Addition of the audio content type to allow importing of audio files for tagging 
with associated metadata. 

● Integration of the latest Angular service worker. This is part of the PWA 
(Progressive Web App) functionality that allows the App to operate correctly 
offline without a network connection. 

● Further enhancement of the Adapter architecture in working with 3rd-party 
services. In particular, a process has been prototyped that allows authentication 
with Dropbox as a third-party storage and uploading of files to a secure folder 
within a user’s Dropbox account. 

● Prototyping of copyright management workflows related to the Bloomen 
ecosystem, using the component based framework developed within the 
Kendraio App. 
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2 Package Information & Installation Instructions 

In this chapter all the package information and installation instructions for the 
demonstrator are described. 
 
The package information has been simplified since the last iteration as the audio 
tagging functionality from the Kendra Hub and photo tagging functionality from the Web 
Extension, as detailed in D3.7, has now been integrated with the main Kendraio App. 
 
An extra package, the Kendraio Proxy, has been added due to the authentication 
requirements of working with some 3rd party services. This is detailed below. 
 

2.1 Package Information 

2.1.1 Kendraio App 

The Kendrio App uses one codebase to target desktop and mobile clients. This is made 
possible because it is built with web technologies and makes use of the Cordova1 and 
Electron2 frameworks. It is also possible to deliver via the web as a PWA (progressive 
web application). 
 
The App is built as a framework of reusable components. This flexibility is of particular 
benefit to the Bloomen project as we intend to reuse components. In the online 
demonstrator documented below, we demonstrate the application of components and 
features from the Kendraio App ecosystem customised to work being carried out within 
the Bloomen project. The components have minimal UI (user interface) design which 
improves reusability. In general, the App is designed to be “white label” adaptable, this 
will allow us to brand the App as required for use within the pilots or the operation of the 
Bloomen system as a whole. 
 
The components can be used to create various features, as demonstrated by the 
Kendraio App, such as: 

● Dashboard for APIs - integration with APIs allows display and editing of remote 
data sources.  

● Asset management - integration with 3rd party remote storage services allows 
for robust storage of large media files. 

● Metadata and rights management - use of local database storage within the app 
allows for offline creation and management of rights data, tags, and other 
metadata, and synchronisation of data and settings between devices.  

                                                 
1
 https://cordova.apache.org  

2
 https://electronjs.org  

https://cordova.apache.org/
https://electronjs.org/
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● Configurability of workflows allows for flexibility in modelling of various tasks 
and processes (e.g. for the copyright claims processes). 

 
The features listed above are the result of the Kendraio App architecture being designed 
to be configuration driven, allowing for flexibility in how it is used. This architecture is 
the result of the following design goals: 

● Adapter based integrations - The core components and services within the app 
are built with flexibility in mind. Configuration is provided by “Adapters” that can 
be created for various workflows and integrations. Different sets of functionality 
can be enabled depending on the set of adapters that are enabled within the app. 
This is how core functionality of the app can be used to target the Bloomen API, 
and other relevant third parties. 

● Based on TypeScript and Angular - These technologies are used throughout the 
Bloomen ecosystem 

● Schema-driven front-end - Forms and input are created from schema definitions, 
rather than being hard-coded 

● Configurable workflows for prototyping features - The use of configuration, rather 
than hard-coding workflows, allows us to quickly make changes while 
prototyping features. This allows for shorter iterations during early stages of 
development. 

● Console (batch processing tool using adapters) - the same Adapter 
configurations that are used within the app can be reused in other applications. A 
Console (command line) application is being planned that will allow batch 
processing of data using the same configurations used within the Kendraio App. 

 
The App will function offline with its own data storage (not a centralised service). The 
form-based UI will be schema driven to allow ease of customisation. Data will sync 
between mobile clients and the desktop app. In order to support additional workflows 
required by the Bloomen project, the ability to work with remote data and blockchain 
interfaces is being added to the app. 
 
Full details of how to build and install the application are given below, and a pre-built 
version has been made available online for demonstration purposes. 
 
https://demo4.bloomen.io 
 

2.1.2 Kendraio Adapter 

An Adapter provides a set of configuration for the core functionality. This includes 
configuration for API clients, data schemas, and process/workflows. 
 

https://demo4.bloomen.io/
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Figure 1: Kendraio Adapter 

 

2.1.3 Kendraio Proxy and API 

An authentication proxy is used to verify Auth0 identity tokens and return user profiles. 
This is an auxiliary project, and not part of the core system. More information is 
available from the code repository: https://github.com/kendraio/kendraio-auth0-proxy/ 
 

2.2 Installation Instructions 

2.2.1 Installation on Desktop 

The app is available as a “Progressive Web App”, and installable on devices that support 
PWA. Access via Chrome or Chromium is recommended. 
 
https://demo4.bloomen.io 
 

2.2.2 Installation on Android 

The default Chrome browser on Android should detect the PWA compatibility, and offer 
the prompt to install the App automatically (“Add to home screen”). If not prompted 
automatically, the “Add to home” option can be selected manually from the menu. 
 

https://github.com/kendraio/kendraio-auth0-proxy/
https://demo4.bloomen.io/
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Figure 2: Adding app to Home screen on Android 

 
After installing the application to the home screen, it can be launched full screen and 
will function in a similar way to native apps downloaded from the App store.  
 

2.2.3 Installation on iOS 

With iOS 11.3, Apple added basic support for Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) with some 
limitations. In Safari on iOS, a PWA can only store up to 50MB of user data, and if the 
app is not used for several weeks iOS will clear the data. These limitations do not exist 
on other platforms, and are expected to change as PWA support on iOS develops. 
 
To install the Kendraio PWA on iOS open the following URL in Safari on the device: 
 
https://demo4.bloomen.io  
 
Then press the Share icon and then “Add to Home Screen.” 
 

https://demo4.bloomen.io/
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2.2.4 App Installation from Sources 

In order to install and run the application from sources you will need the Node JS 
runtime installed, and a package manager for Javascript (NPM is recommended). 
Confirm you have these prerequisites installed before proceeding with the following 
instructions. 
 
Download (or clone) the source package from the GitHub repository. 
 
 https://github.com/bloomenio/kendraio-app 
 
Use NPM package manager to install the project dependencies. 
 
 npm install 
 
Run the local dev server: 
 
 npm run start:dev 
 
The console output will include the local dev URL to launch in your browser. 
 
 http://localhost:4200/ 
 

3 User Manual 

A help system is available within the App, and is enabled by default. This allows 
additional help to be displayed within the application screens. This information could be 
hard-coded into the App, or provided as part of the Adapter config. Limited help 
coverage is included in the development version of the App, but a full explanation of 
features is included below in the online demonstrator documentation. 
 
The development build of the Kendraio App is provided for testing. It has many features 
enabled by default, including all the functionality required to run through the instructions 
provided in the online demonstrator section below. The instructions provided highlight 
specific functionality that is applicable to the Bloomen project. 
 
Further functionality can be enabled by adding configuration from other adapters. There 
is also an option in the App settings to turn on “debug” mode. This debug mode will be 
removed in final production builds of the app, but can be used here to display extra 
information on-screen, and log useful information to the console for developers and 
testers. 
 

https://github.com/bloomenio/kendraio-app
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4 Licensing 

The Kendraio App is built using the Angular3 framework from Google, and Electron from 
GitHub, both of which are licensed under the MIT license. 
https://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/ 
 
There is a separate branch within the source code repository for the mobile builds. This 
makes use of Capacitor (used to build the mobile clients) which is also licensed under 
the MIT License 
https://github.com/ionic-team/capacitor/blob/master/LICENSE  
 

5 Online Demonstrator 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section we provide a walkthrough of the functionality of the demo app as 
applicable to the Bloomen project. The PWA (Progressive Web App) version of the App 
will be used for demonstration purposes. This can be accessed via the demonstrator 
URL at https://demo4.bloomen.io. 
 
The demonstration includes importing, editing, and visualising data within the PWA, and 
tagging an image, and adding metadata to an asset and submitting a claim (change 
request). 
 

5.2 Load sample data 

Sample data has been provided for testing purposes. This can be accessed via the Test 
API import function, which is located on the “Import” page within the App. The import 
page is accessed via the “Import” option from the side navigation. On this page there 
are buttons to access the “Test API” and “Bloomen API” import pages. These pages can 
also be accessed as sub-navigation items below the main import menu item. 
 

                                                 
3
 https://angular.io  

https://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/
https://github.com/ionic-team/capacitor/blob/master/LICENSE
https://demo4.bloomen.io/
https://angular.io/
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Figure 3: “Test API” and “Bloomen API” import pages 

 
On the “Test API” page you will find options related to importing sample data from the 
hosted test data set. There is an “Import all” option which will load all of the sample 
data. It is also possible to import sample data for each type of data individually. 
 

 
Figure 4: “Test API” page 
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The Test API import page connects to a demo API that provides test data. This test data 
is stored in a public Google Spreadsheet4, which is read by the API script and converted 
into JSON for consumption by the App. 
 
In addition to the Test API import page, there is a Bloomen test import page which is 
configured to import data from the Bloomen API. This currently only works with Photo 
API to import data about images uploaded to the Bloomen Photo pilot. See the separate 
“Import assets from the Bloomen API” section below for further details. 
 
The main Import page also features an option to create a Photo content item, and then 
upload an image from the local device (mobile phone or desktop) into the App. This can 
then be used to demonstrate the photo tagging interface, as described below. 
 

 
Figure 5: Create a Photo content item 

 

5.3 Reset Data 

In order to reset the App you will find an option on the settings page that removes all 
data from the local storage on the device. If accessing the PWA version of the 

                                                 
4
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FNFdfnfQqz81igvokIwxdcOoK59NRSZ00KAm0xyIVE8/edit  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FNFdfnfQqz81igvokIwxdcOoK59NRSZ00KAm0xyIVE8/edit
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application via the browser, refresh the page after resetting in order to ensure a clean 
start. 

 
Figure 6: Resetting data 

 

5.4 Browse assets data 

To view the sample data, open up the various screens below “Assets” in the menu. 
 

 
Figure 7: Browsing assets data 
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Here is the Recordings assets page shown with the sample data loaded: 
 

 
Figure 8: Recordings assets page 

 
Data can be edited by clicking on the edit buttons and using the modal dialog that 
appears. The Schema for the sample data is included via an adapter, and so the fields 
that are displayed and editable are configurable via the Adapter configuration files. 
 

 
Figure 9: Editing recordings data 
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5.5 Import assets from Bloomen API 

Data imported from the Bloomen API shows how the content hash can be used to 
identify assets across the project. The “Bloomen API” import page is accessed from the 
main navigation as a sub-navigation item under the main “Import” option. On the 
Bloomen API import page (seen below) there is an option to login as one of the provided 
test users, then import the list of available photos. 
 

 
Figure 10: Importing data from the Bloomen API 

 
The “Database” option in the menu provides a mechanism to interrogate the contents of 
the local storage within the App. This is intended to be used by the development version 
of the application only. Asset management screens, powered by the configuration from 
Adapters are to be used in the main production builds of the application. 
 
In the example given below, the “Photo - African presidents” option is visible amongst 
the content of the database. Select this option to view the imported data. In debug 
mode, a full record of the data is available, including the hash ID which was imported 
with the item. These hash IDs are used to identify the same asset across the whole 
Bloomen system. 
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Figure 11: Listing content from the database 

 

5.6 Copyright management workflow - Claims 

There are various copyright workflows that could benefit the Bloomen project. These 
have been prototyped within the Kendraio App as part of this iteration of work. 
 

 
Figure 12: Claim process step 1: Select the required items and then click the “Claim Selected” button. 
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Figure 13: Claim process step 2: Send to claims organiser 

 

 
Figure 14: Claim process step 3: View claims organiser 
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Figure 15: Claim process step 4: Edit/send Selected 

 
In this step, when editing the selected items within the claim, extra information is added 
to the local object including the type of claim and other extra metadata. This is a 
prototype (early iteration) workflow, the actual fields can be configured in the Adapter 
for the API of the specific Collective (CMO) that is being connected to.  
 
Once the claims have been checked and finalised by the user, the “Send All” button will 
complete the process. The claims are then available to view within the “Claims sent” 
section of the claims organiser. 
 

 
Figure 16: Claim process step 5: View Claims Sent 
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5.7 Descriptive Metadata workflow - Photo tagging 

Another workflow enabled by Kendraio App components is one for augmenting content 
with extra data. This allows for further exploitation of assets within the Bloomen 
architecture. As an example, the photo use case could benefit from rich tagging of 
photo assets, using the tagging component that is available as part of the Kendraio App 
components. 
 
To add a photo from the local file system, select the “Add new node” option from the 
Import page: 
 

 
Figure 17: Adding a photo 
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Figure 18: Step One: Create a new Photo record in the local database 

 

 
Figure 19: Step Two: Use “Replace file” button to add a photo from the local device 
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Figure 20: Step Three: Tag and annotate the image 
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Figure 21: Example of content enriched with metadata 

 
This example, as shown above, could be used to add enriched metadata to a content 
item. This could include annotating who is who, and verification of people within 
photographs by third parties. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this iteration, the focus has been on prototyping workflows for copyright 
management, in particular, the idea of creating a claim. The result of this is a flexible 
system for claim management, that can be used to manage multiple claims against 
various different data sources.  
 
The tagging prototype has also been further developed to work against data imported 
from the Bloomen API. This allows assets from the Bloomen ecosystem to be enhanced 
with further metadata, such as the addition of points of interest in images, as 
demonstrated above. 
 
There is further benefit for the Bloomen project, as we extend the reuse of the 
components developed for the App and the copyright management prototypes. The 
configuration-based approach, which promotes reuse of components, could benefit 
other areas of the Bloomen project, such as the creation of a management portal, to be 
used by other pilots. 
 

7 Plan for the Next Iteration 

Internationalisation (i18n) will become a priority, in order for Kendraio App components 
to be further used within the Bloomen project. One of the aims of the next iteration will 
be to provide localisations of the App in various languages. Initially, this will include 
English and Greek, as required by the pilots. 
 
Further development is planned for the Claims, tasks and rights workflow, and the user 
model (defining roles and permissions). Further enhancement of the photo tagging 
prototype to include scene data to provide richer data to enable better searching and 
verification of assets. 
 
Further integration with the Bloomen system will be enabled via development of the 
REST API adapter. It may also be advantageous to integrate directly with the blockchain 
to access some Bloomen functionality. To do this, the web3.js collection of libraries will 
be used. These libraries allow interaction with a local or remote Ethereum/Alastria node, 
using an HTTP, WebSocket or IPC connection. 
 
A Console (CLI) tool is planned to allow for batch processing using the same 
configuration based approach and reusing the same adapter technology developed for 
the App. This will be useful within Bloomen for automated scenarios (such as the music 
pilot) where manual operation (such as importing data from a new Collective) via the UI 
is not applicable due to the expected large size of the datasets. 
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